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the Mon-Khmer languages, and notes that the " system of
formation of. words with the help of prefixes and suffixes
is identical in both :
" <z. In these two groups of languages, all the conso-
nants that these languages possess, with the exception
of n3 n\ y and w, can serve as simple prefixes, and,
as in most of the Mon-Kbm£r languages, one obtains
in the Munija languages also a second degree of prefixation
by the insertion of a nasal n, n', m, n, or a liquid r [/?],
between the prefix and the root.
" b. The infix n forms in the Mon-Khm§r languages
especially the names of instruments, in the Munda
languages abstract names, which designate the result
of an action ; but the forms of this last kind are not
rare either particularly in KhmSr, Bahnar and Nico-
barese."
The names which we have studied present forma-
tions which correspond well with the general type
described by Father Schmidt. One cannot help being
struck by the analogies which bring them together.
Three series : Pulinda-Kufinda, Anga-Vanga, Kalinga-
Trilinga have a nasal in the interior which can be an
infix ; the secondary series, Udra-PunfJra-MunrJa, appears
to show the fluctuation of the infix, attested also by
the sporadic variants Unrja, Onrja, On$ra=Udra. One
is tempted to ask whether the synonymous designations
Utkala and U<lra, are not in reality the same word,
differentiated by the presence or the absence of an infix k.
One would have lit (ka) la = Ud-ra ; the difference of the
dental in one case and of the cerebral in another, can-
not create any difficulty ; in the presence of the guttural
surd, the explosive is more easily dental ; combined with
r, the cerebral is preserved, all the more so because it

